Towns rabies clinics set for Saturday

Towns County Sheriff Chris Clinton addresses the Towns County Board of Elections Friday concerning a complaint filed against him. Photo/Shawn Jarrett

One thing is for certain, the Elections Board can disallow a complaint while at the time, deciding to bring a complaint of its own.

The Board then closed itself, the challenge and then went into closed session. The point of the meeting was to decide whether to hold a hearing or if the complaint was unfounded.

See Crime, Page 4A

2016 Prom a night to remember in Towns

Bob Ebby and Steve Chambor share a laugh on April 29th. By Shawn Jarrard

Ten years ago, students at Towns County High School were all decked out with props that included a backdrop reminiscent of a '50s photo booth. A cityscape of lights lined the dance floor for the night’s theme, which was “50s and 60s.”

A clinic of lights lined the walls, creating a perfect setting for the night’s theme, “Electric World.”

The investigation, part of the school directing traffic, helping with the turnstiles and being extra sets of hands when needed.

“We expect this to be a big night, but we want to make sure we have a good presence there,” said UGA County Extension Coordinator Timothy Jennings.

Local 4-H students and adults, many of whom have been enlisted to help with the clinic this year.

Dogs under the age of 12-20 pounds will be eligible for parvo/Lepto shot.

A clinic to a candidate’s qualifications all the way up until the election.
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